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	Mechanical Reliability Improvement: Probability and Statistics for Experimental Testing, 9780824708122 (0824708121), CRC Press, 2002
Mechanical reliability analysis is no longer limited to a small collection of classical statistical analyses. The speed of the present generation of microcomputers makes it possible to program and evaluate alternative computerintensive analyses for each mechanical reliability application of specific interest. Thus computer-intensive analyses are now an indispensable part of improving mechanical reliability.

This is a self-contained mechanical reliability reference/text book. It covers the probability and statistics background required to plan, conduct, and analyze mechanical reliability experiment test programs. Unfortunately this background is not adequately conveyed by a traditional probability and statistics course for engineers because it (1) does not provide adequate information regarding test planning and the associated details of test conduct, (2) does not employ vector and matrix concepts in stating conceptual statistical models, (3) does not exploit direct analogies between engineering mechanics concepts and probability and statistics concepts, (4) does not exploit the use of microcomputers to perform computer-intensive simulation-based, randomization-based, and enumeration-based statistical analyses, and (5) is woefully inept relative to practical mechanical reliability models. This book attempts to overcome each of these fundamental deficiencies.
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Model-Driven Development of Advanced User Interfaces (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Model-Driven Development (MDD) has become an important paradigm in software

	development. The approach claims to provide a solution for systematic and

	efficient software development for the highly complex systems developed nowadays.

	It uses models, i.e. abstract representations of certain aspects of a system,

	as primary artifacts...

		

Essentials of Artificial IntelligenceMorgan Kaufmann, 1993

	Since its publication, Essentials of Artificial Intelligence has been adopted at numerous universities and colleges offering introductory AI courses at the graduate and undergraduate levels. Based on the author's course at Stanford University, the book is an integrated, cohesive introduction to the field. The...


		

Introducing InnoDB Cluster: Learning the MySQL High Availability StackApress, 2018

	
		Set up, manage, and configure the new InnoDB Cluster feature in MySQL from Oracle. If you are growing your MySQL installation and want to explore making your servers highly available, this book provides what you need to know about high availability and the new tools that are available in MySQL 8.0.11 and later. 
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Cardiovascular Genomics (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2005

	Recognized scientists and clinicians from around the world discuss the most recent molecular approaches to understanding the cardiovascular system in both health and disease. The authors focus on all components of the system, including blood vessels, heart, kidneys, and the brain, and cover disease states ranging from vascular and cardiac...


		

Crash Proof: How to Profit From the Coming Economic CollapseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	The economic tipping point for the United States is no longer theoretical. It is a reality today. The country has gone from the world's largest creditor to its greatest debtor; the value of the dollar is sinking; domestic manufacturing is winding down - and these trends don't seem to be slowing. Peter Schiff casts a sharp,...


		

I Wasn't Ready to Say Goodbye: Surviving, Coping and Healing After the Sudden Death of a Loved OneSourcebeat, 2008

	Now there is a hand to hold... 


	Each year about eight million Americans suffer the death of someone close to them. Now for thse who face the challenges of sudden death, there is a hand to hold, written by two women who have experienced sudden loss. This updated edition of the best-selling bereavement classic will touch,...
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